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This research used the technique ofQ parameterization to identify an unstable model of an airfoil above its flutter

boundary. A nominal, stabilizing controller was designed and implemented on a typical section airfoil with an

articulated trailing-edge flap. Although stabilized by the nominal controller, the open-loop, unstable plant was

identified from closed-loop signals at increasing flow speeds. The plant model identified at the highest flow speed was

then used to design a new controller using theEvans root-locus technique. In a series ofwind tunnel tests, the nominal

controller increased the flutter boundary by 30% above the open-loop flutter speed, and the redesigned controller

increased the boundary by 52%.

Nomenclature

A = state transition matrix
B = input matrix
C = output matrix
D = feedthrough matrix
d = disturbance
G = actual plant
G0 = nominal plant model
H = disturbance shaping filter
j =

�������
�1
p

K1 = nominal feedback controller
K2 = redesigned feedback controller
M0 = left coprime factor of G0

N0 = left coprime factor of G0

r = reference input
s = Laplace transform variable
U1 = flow speed
u = plant input
X = left coprime factor of K
Y = left coprime factor of K
y = plant output
� = input of �
� = output of �
� = plant Q parameter
� = plant pole
� = damping ratio of pole

! = radian frequency
!n = natural frequency of pole

Introduction

F LUTTER is an aeroelastic phenomenon that occurs when
airflow couples energy into airfoil structural vibration modes,

causing dynamic instability and destructive vibration [1]. This type
of fluid-structure interaction occurs at and above a flow speed known
as the critical speed or flutter speed. In general, the flutter speed of an
airfoil or wing depends on properties of both the fluid and the
structure, which together form a coupled aeroelastic system. There
have been considerable efforts to delay the onset of flutter in
particularly susceptible aircraft, such as those with high-aspect-ratio
wings [2–4]. Toward this end, researchers have suppressed flutter in
wind tunnel tests by articulating trailing-edge flaps with a closed-
loop control system [5–7]. However, because the dynamics of the
aeroelastic system change significantly with flow, fixed-parameter
controllers may only stabilize the flutter mode over a small range of
flow speed within the aircraft flight envelope, and multiple, different
controllers may be needed to cover the entire design flight regime.
Adaptive control has been studied as ameans to compensate for time-
varying dynamics of aeroelastic systems [8].

System identification techniques can measure the actual flutter
behavior and unstable dynamics of aeroelastic systems [9]. In many
instances these identified models can supplement or enhance
analytical flutter prediction and modeling. Because the aeroelastic
plant is open loop unstable above its flutter speed, any system
identification technique for measuring the unstable dynamics must
use signals measured on the stabilized, closed-loop system. Using an
adaptive control technique involving Q parameterization of the
identifiedmodel structure, this article presents amethod bywhich the
unstable plant, stabilized by an arbitrary feedback controller, can be
represented as a function of an unknown, stable system. This
unknown, stable system can be easily identified from closed-loop
signals.

This work describes a method of designing flutter controllers
based on the identified, Q-parameterized models of the unstable
aeroelastic system at supercritical flow speeds. An initial nominal
controller is designed that stabilizes an airfoil over a limited range of
speeds above the open-loop flutter speed, permitting identification of
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the Q-parameterized model. Each successive model of the unstable
system is then used to design a new controller for that specific range
of flow speeds. This entire model identification/controller design
sequence can proceed over the entire range of operational flow
speeds, and could prove useful for aircraft that are desired to have
large flight envelopes, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and
gossamer aircraft. Although this work deals with a single-input/
single-output (SISO) closed-loop aeroelastic system, the extension
of the Q-parameterization technique to multiple-input/multiple-
output (MIMO) systems is straightforward. As will be shown in the
sequel, the Q parameterization uses a coprime factorization of the
system. The system theory for MIMO coprime factorization exists
and its application for MIMO flutter control is apparent [10].

Closed-Loop Identification Using Q Parameterization

Real-time system identification is one method of measuring
variations in plant dynamics, and many computational techniques
exist for creating various plant models from experimental input/
output data [11]. For identifying plants in an open-loop setting, these
algorithms are well defined and give satisfactory results. However,
an unstable aeroelastic system aboveflutter can only be identified in a
stable closed loop. Plant identification from closed-loop measure-
ments can lead to biased estimates and a general identifiability
problem [11].

Consider the open-loop system identification problem by
assuming for the moment that the controller K�s� in Fig. 1 is
disconnected from the plant.Many identification techniques exist for
estimating G from measurements of u and y including spectral
analysis, subspace methods, and instrument variable approach [11].
A common technique is the stochastic spectral method that solves for
the complex frequency response function G�!� according to

�yu�!� �G�!��uu�!� ��du�!� (1)

where � is a power spectrum. Because u and d are independent
processes, �du � 0, and G�!� can be solved from

G�!� ��yu�!���1uu �!� (2)

In the closed-loop environment, the input to the plant u is a filtered
version of y� d, making�du ≠ 0. Open-loop system identification
techniques will give erroneous and biased estimates of G. One
remedy is to estimate the closed-loop system P�s� �G�s�=
�1�G�s�K�s�� from measurements of y and a persistently exciting
reference signal r. The plant can then be calculated from the

relationship

G�s� � P�s�
1 � P�s�K�s� (3)

It is not always necessary to identify plant dynamics over the entire
control bandwidth, but rather to update or augment the model in way
that is relevant to the controller. Q parameterization performs this
function by providing a framework for describing uncertainty
between the actual plant and nominal model as it pertains to closed-
loop behavior, and a method by which to estimate this uncertainty
from closed-loop signals.

To overcome the difficulties of closed-loop identification,Hansen,
Tay, and Schrama [12–14] independently developed an idea based
on Q parameterization of the plant model. This involves describing
the plant as a function of two components: 1) a known, nominal plant
transfer function and 2) a transfer function parameter, called the
Q parameter, representing the difference between the true plant and
the nominal plant. Assume the nominal plant G0 is modeled as the
ratio of two stable systems, G0 � N0M

�1
0 , and a stable, stabilizing

controller for the plant is also described as the ratio of two stable
systems K � XY�1. If the functions N0, M0, X, and Y, known as
coprime factors, are chosen such that the Bezout identity M0Y �
N0X� 1 is satisfied, then the set of all plants stabilized by K can be
parameterized according to [12–14]

G� N0 � Y�
M0 � X�

(4)

From the block diagram in Fig. 2, it can be shown [12] that the
equations for the input and output of �, �, and �, can be written as

�� Xr (5)

��M0y � N0u (6)

���� �M0 ��X�Hd (7)

Given an unknown, potentially unstable plant stabilized by some
controllerK, one can choose functions X, Y,N0, andM0, estimate�
from measurements of r, u, and y (see Fig. 3), and then calculate the
estimate ofG from Eq. (4). Notice that estimating� from � and � is
an open-loop identification problem, because r is statistically
uncorrelated with the disturbance d.

This technique is useful in identifying unstable aeroelastic systems
for two reasons. First, the parameter� is always stable, even if G is
unstable. Second, identifying� from closed-loop signals is possible
using any one of the multitude of open-loop system identification
techniques. Amethod for implementing the technique is proposed as
follows.
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Fig. 1 Negative feedback control system.
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Fig. 2 Q parameterization of plant model.
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1) Model the stable aeroelastic system at a flow speed just below
flutter analytically or from experimental data. This model is
designated as the nominal plant.

2) Design a feedback controller to stabilize the wing for some
range of flow speeds above the open-loop flutter speed.

3) Using the nominal plant model and controller, find coprime
factors N0,M0, X, and Y

4) Identify � from measurements on the closed-loop system and
compute a model of the unstable plant from Eq. (4)

This procedure can repeat at flow speeds above the open-loop
flutter boundary, but still within the stabilizing range of the
controller. The models of the unstable aeroelastic system at higher
flow speeds within this range will be more useful for predicting
stability margins of the closed-loop system and will allow the
controller to be redesigned to better stabilize the system at higher
flow speeds. In theory, this controller design/plant identification
process could be performed sequentially at increasing flow speeds,
resulting in a set of controllers that stabilize the system over a
continuous range of flow speeds above the open-loop flutter speed.
With sufficient controller overlap, an adaptive flutter control scheme
could switch controllers according to flow speed. This process would
yield lower order controllers than sequentially closing multiple,
nested feedback loops around each other.

Flutter Control Test Bed

A NACA 0015 airfoil with a trailing-edge flap suitable for flutter
testing was designed and constructed [7]. The internal frame consists
of balsa wood, aluminum, and steel and is covered in an outer skin of
0.01 in.-thick aluminum sheet. Overall dimensions of the airfoil are
0.52m span and 0.36m chord. A piezoelectric actuator housed in the
middle of the airfoil actuates the flap. The actuator, known as a V-
stack actuator [15], consists of two piezoelectric stacks placed in a
steel frame and energized such that one stack contracts while the
other expands, causing a small differential motion. This motion is
transferred to the flap via a slider-crank lever mechanism and
generates 0.044 deg flap deflection per actuator volt. The flap
achieves a maximum deflection of �5:5 deg at the maximum
allowable voltage of�125 V.

Flutter testing is performed in the subsonic wind tunnel at Duke
University. The airfoil is situated in the 0:70 	 0:51 	 1:22 m test
section on a rig permitting pitch and plunge degrees of freedom.
Angular displacement sensors mounted directly at the pivot points
measure flap angle and pitch angle, while plunge displacement is
measured with an angular displacement sensor mounted at the end of

a thin rod that rotates as the airfoil plunges. At zero flow condition,
the pitch and plunge natural frequencies were measured as 5.9 and
3.1 Hz, respectively. Tests show the onset of coupled pitch–plunge
flutter occurs at a freestream velocity U1 � 23 m=s, and at a
frequency of 4.3 Hz.

Figure 4 shows the setup used in the wind tunnel experiments. A
dSPACE digital signal processor (DSP) board computes control
commands at a rate of 500Hzwhile a SigLab signal analyzer collects
data.Aflap servo control systemwas designed to trackflap deflection
commands with a bandwidth of 10 Hz. The servo controller consists
of proportional-integral control and a notch filter that compensates
for a flap/actuator mode at 30Hz. Airflow has little or no effect on the
servo control performance due to the high force output of the V-stack
actuator. Because the servo controller achieves good tracking
performance, the dynamics from commanded flap deflection to pitch
and plunge are dominated by airfoil dynamics and not by actuator/
flap dynamics. The flutter controller commands flap deflection,
rather than actuator voltage.

During testing, particularly at U1 
 10 m=s, nonuniform flow
and wind tunnel effects buffet the airfoil, causing small movements
in pitch and plunge. This ambient “noise,” although small in
magnitude, is significant when compared to the motion generated by
the white noise source articulating the flap during system
identification. It became necessary to use the swept-sine feature of
the SigLab signal analyzer to yield a satisfactory signal-to-noise
ratio. The SigLab analyzer commands a 2 deg amplitude sinusoidal
flap deflection at frequencies slowly varied from 1 to 6 Hz. At
subcritical flow speeds, this technique is used to estimate frequency
responses from the commanded flap angle to pitch angle and plunge
displacement. At supercritical flow speeds, with the nominal
controller stabilizing the airfoil, this technique is used to estimate the
frequency response of � from the filtered signals in Fig. 3.
Frequency-domain system identification software then fits
continuous-time state-space models to the estimated frequency
responses. Open-loop and closed-loop damping ratios are obtained
from these models.

Suppressing 1 degree of freedom effectively stabilizes the airfoil,
because the airfoil motions are coupled. With this in mind, a SISO
control strategywas developed based on feeding the backpitch angle.
Pitch was chosen as an appropriate measure of the airfoil state due to
its high interaction with the airflow, as well as the higher coupling
between flap deflection and pitch than flap deflection and plunge.

After some design iteration, it became clear that feeding backpitch
through a second-order controller was sufficient to stabilize the
airfoil. This simple strategy is known in the structural control field as
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Fig. 3 Closed-loop identification of�.
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positive position feedback (PPF) and is conceptually similar to a
tuned vibration damper [16]. The nominal controller design yielded a
second-order filter of the form

K1�s� �
g1!

2
1

s2 � 2�1!1s� !2
1

(8)

with a gain g1 ��0:13, damping ratio �1 � 0:1, and natural
frequency !1 � 28:3 (4.5 Hz). The negative gain is necessary due to
the 180 deg phase shift between actuator voltage and pitch sensor
voltage. The nominal controller increased the flutter boundary 30%,
from 23 to 30 m=s. Figure 5 shows the open-loop and closed-loop
time responses of the pitch angle at U1 � 24 m=s.

Closed-Loop Identification Results

Identifying the unstable, open-loop plant from measurements of
the nominal closed-loop system was the focus of the wind tunnel
experiments. This involved choosing coprime factorsN0,M0,X, and
Y so that the plant parameter � could be identified from the filtered
signals � and �. Figure 6 shows the flutter control architecture in the
program computed by the DSP. K1 is the nominal flutter controller
transformed to discrete time with a Tustin transformation, and K2 is
the controller redesigned for higher flow speeds.

Any choice of coprime factors is valid provided the Bezout
identity M0Y � N0X� 1 is satisfied. The method employed in this
work is based on a technique outlined in Feedback Control Theory
by Doyle et al. [17]. First, we must design the nominal plant G0 and
choose its coprime factorsN0 andM0. Any plant model that closes a
stable feedback loop with the nominal controller is valid. Therefore,

amplifier
12.5 V/V

amplifier
-12.5 V/V

24 dB/octave lowpass filter
cutoff freq = 250 Hz

airfoil in wind tunnel

24 dB/octave lowpass filters
cutoff freq = 250 Hz

voltages to flap actuator

dSPACE DS1104
digital signal processor board

sample rate = 500 Hz

SigLab 20-42 Signal
Analyzer

flap sensor voltage

pitch sensor voltage

plunge sensor voltage

Fig. 4 Flutter control experimental setup.
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we chooseG0 to be a first-order low-pass filter with unity gain and a
6 Hz cutoff frequency. This simple design is motivated by a desire to
use low order coprime factors, and the fact that a significant
difference between the nominal plant and the actual plant makes �
more identifiable [10]. Defining a state-space description of G0

G0�s�s�
s A B
C D

� �
(9)

coprime factors can be computed from

N0�s��
s A� BF B

F 1

� �
(10)

M0�s��
s A� BF B
C�DF D

� �
(11)

where F is chosen such that the eigenvalues of A� BF are stable.
The next step is to find X and Y such that XY�1 � K1 and
M0Y � N0X� 1. Define initial coprime factors of the continuous-
time nominal controller K1�s� as

�X�s� � � numfK1�s�g
��s� (12)

�Y�s� � denfK1�s�g
��s� (13)

where numf g and denf g are the polynomial numerator and
denominator, respectively, and ��s� is a stable, second-order

polynomial necessary to make �X�s� and �Y�s� proper. The
coefficients of��s� are typically chosen to make its poles higher in
frequency than the expected plant dynamics. Let

��s� � N0�s� �X�s� �M0�s� �Y�s� (14)

then compute

X�s� � � �X�s���1�s� (15)

Y�s� � �Y�s���1�s� (16)

The systems N0, M0, X, and Y now form the basis for the Q-
parameterized plant model and can be used to estimate �.

To test the accuracy of theQ-parameterized system identification
technique, a model of the open-loop plant was estimated from a �
identified in closed-loop below the flutter boundary, at U1�
22:5 m=s. The frequency response of flap angle input to pitch angle
output was calculated from this model and compared to a measured
open-loop frequency response obtained directly from the input and
output. Figure 7 shows both frequency responses. The frequency
response magnitudes matched very well, to within a few decibels,

and the phases generally agreed over the bandwidth of interest except
for a difference of 35 deg at 4.2 Hz. This phase difference may
indicate a problem of numerical sensitivity introduced into the
estimation process, possibly by the choice of coprime factors. For the
purposes of the experiments, this error was deemed small enough to
not significantly compromise the usefulness of the technique in
estimating an unstable plant from closed-loop signals. A more
detailed study of coprime factor influence on estimation accuracy
was outside the scope of this paper and left for future work.

Further experiments involved increasing the flow speed and
estimating the unstable plant from � measured at speeds within the
stable range of the nominal flutter control system. At each flow speed
selected for an estimate of �, a state-space model of the unstable
plant was formed and the poles of this model were extracted by
calculating the eigenvalues of the A matrix. One unstable pair of
poles, corresponding to the flutter mode, were found at each flow
speed. Table 1 lists the flow speed and the natural frequency and
damping ratio of the unstable pole pair. Note that this follows the
convention in structural dynamics in which a complex eigenvalue �
is represented as

����!n � j
�������������
�2 � 1

p
(17)

where a negative damping ratio � < 0 indicates an unstable pole.

Results of Controller Redesign

The plant model estimated atU1 � 28 m=swas used to redesign
the flutter controller with the goal of increasing the flutter boundary
beyond the capability of the nominal design. Initial designs
structured K2 as a second-order filter in the manner of K1, but
analysis showed that stabilizing the plant came at the cost of an
unacceptably small low-frequency gain margin. This was attributed
to the high dc gain of the plant at high flow speed. To recover the
stability robustness of the nominal closed-loop system, a pair of low-
frequency complex conjugate zeros was added toK2 to reduce its dc
gain. The Evans root-locus method, in which the closed-loop poles
are plotted in the complex plane as a function of a controller
parameter [18], was used to select the remaining parameters of K2.
The goal of this design procedure was to achievemaximum damping
of the dominant closed-loop poles, while keeping the controller order
as low as possible. Good performance was achieved with a third-
order controller of the form

K2�s� �
g2

�
s2 � 2�z!zs� !2

z

�
�
s2 � 2�2!2s� !2

2

�
�s� !3�

(18)

Figure 8 shows the Evans root-locus plot obtained by varying the
gain g2 while keeping the other parameters of K2 constant at their
final design values. Squares mark the design pole locations and
circles mark the closed-loop zeros. The redesigned controller had the
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following parameter values: g2 � 40:1, �z � 0:03, !z � 0:31,
�2 � 0:3, !2 � 25:1, and !3 � 126:3.

The redesigned controller was tested at flow speeds above those
reached during the nominal controller testing. Figure 9 shows the
experimental closed-loop damping ratios for both the nominal and
redesigned controllers plotted versus several flow speeds. The open-
loop damping ratios are also shown for comparison. For the flow
speeds at which the airfoil was stable, damping ratios were extracted
from state-space models identified from the flap angle to the pitch
angle frequency response at specific speeds. These data points are
denoted by asterisks (open loop), triangles (nominal controller,
closed loop), and circles (redesigned controller, closed loop). The
solid lines represent cubic polynomials fit to the data. One data point
from the nominal controller testing and two data points from the
redesigned controller testing deviated from their respective trends,
which was attributed to numerical sensitivity in the calculation of�
and in the frequency-domain identification technique. The data
points for the redesigned controller stop at 32 m=s because a physical
limitation of the testfixture prevented plant identification beyond this
speed. This was due to the fact that the swept-sine flap excitation
caused the airfoil plunge linkage to reach its displacement limit and
initiate a potentially damaging limit cycle oscillation. Perturbing the
airfoil manually to calculate the damping ratio from the resulting
decaying response also proved difficult, therefore no further
identification or controller redesign was attempted above 32 m=s.
Despite this limitation, the flow speed was able to reach 35 m=s
before the airfoil went intoflutter, an increase of 52%above the open-

loop flutter boundary. For the damping data obtained with the
redesigned controller in the loop, the cubic polynomial was fit such
that it crossed zero damping at 35 m=s to reflect what was observed
in testing. It should also be noted that data in Fig. 9 indicate that the
redesigned controller could stabilize the plant over the nominal range
of flow speeds as well, suggesting that identifying the unstable plant
could lead to improvements on previous controller iterations.

Conclusions

The technique of Q parameterization was used to parameterize a
model of the unstable flutter dynamics of an airfoil above its open-
loop flutter speed. The model consisted of a known, nominal plant
and an unknownQ parameter that captured differences between the
true plant and the nominal model. Experiments were performed in a
wind tunnel on a typical section airfoil with an articulated trailing-
edge flap. With a nominal controller stabilizing the airfoil, plant
models at various flow speeds were estimated from Q parameters
measured in an open-loop manner from closed-loop signals.
Comparing a known, subcritical plant frequency response to one
obtained using Q-parameterized identification showed excellent
magnitude agreement but a peak difference in phase of 35 deg. This
error was potentially due to numerical sensitivity introduced by the
choice of coprime factors in the plant and controller parameter-
izations and motivates future work in studying this effect.

The Q-parameterization technique identified the unstable airfoil
dynamics accurately enough to redesign the flutter controller to
stabilize at higher flow speeds than the nominal case, despite
remaining uncertainties. The redesigned controller increased the
boundary to 35 m=s (a flow speed limited by a wind tunnel), an
overall increase of 52% beyond the no-control flutter boundary of
23 m=s. This is compared to the nominal controller, which increased
the flutter boundary 30% to 30 m=s. Furthermore, the redesigned
controller was able to stabilize the airfoil over the same flow speed
range as the nominal controller, which included a large range of flow
speeds below the open-loop flutter boundary (although it should not
be expected to work at all flow speeds.) Because they tolerated more
flow speed deviation below their design point than above it, this
suggests that the chosen controller structures did not have symmetric
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Table 1 Flutter mode frequencies and damping ratios from estimated

models

U1, m=s Frequency, Hz Damping ratio, �

23.5 4.03 �0:000464
24 3.96 �0:0246
25 3.93 �0:04
26 3.85 �0:05
27 3.80 �0:064
28 3.77 �0:08
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stability robustness around the operating flow speed for which they
were designed. In other words, the controllers better tolerated
varying flutter mode poles that became more stable than those that
became less stable. The plant at higher flow speedwasmore unstable

and difficult to control, but the ability to accurately identify it
facilitated the redesign of the better performing controller.

This work illustrated the success of the technique for the specific
case of a typical section airfoil in two-dimensional flow with one
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trailing-edge flap. However, the technique is not limited to these
conditions. Q-parameterization theory easily extends to MIMO
systems and can be used to control multiple, coupledmodes of flutter
using multiple actuators. Future work would address issues for using
the Q-parameterized identification technique for more complicated
aircraft wings with multiple control surfaces.
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